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STEP 1: DRAW 

D Get a pencil and print of the Planning Page
(a plain piece of A4 will do but the planning page make things 
a little easier} 

D Draw out all the walls so you have the whole 
room on paper 
(It doesn't need to be to scale, but ideal if it is} 

D Draw the doors in their correct positions 
(including the door direction, and write on where it leads to} 

D Draw on all the window locations 

D Check for any nibs or low beams your room may 
have and draw them on the plan 

D Draw on the plan the soil pipe - or any pipe 
boxing that may be in the room 
(usually be a 200mm x 200mm box running down the corner 
of the room} 

D Locate the sink waste and mark its position on the 
drawing 
(it will be a pipe that goes out the back of the wall/ into the 
Roar/ run behind the units out a wall or into a soil stack} 

D Locate mains stock tap; check under the sink 
/ downstairs toilet or utility room 

D Mark on the gas position 
(if you have a gas hob and want another one} 

D Mark on the boiler and radiator locations 
(If In Room} 

D Check where your fuse box is and mark on the 
plan if it is in the kitchen 

MEASURING YOUR EXSITING KITCHEN 

Follow the guide below and tick them off as you go to aid us in designing your dream kitchen. We have provided you a example of what a 
finished planning page looks like and also a plain planning page for you to print off and use to make things easier. 

STEP 2: MEASURE 

D Measure the overall length of each wall
(get someone ta help if you can and measure from the corner 
to corner. If things ore in the way measure eoch section then 
odd it up ond mark the mm dimension on the plan} 

D Now measure and mark on the plan the distance 
between each window and door & measure the 
width of each door, including the architrave, and 
each window. 
(add these up to check the equal the overall length of the run} 

D Measure the height of the window/ s and write 
this dimension under the window on the plan 

D Measure and mark on the plan the height to the 
underside of the window 
(tip, measure from tap of worktop to the Roor and measure 
from the top of the worktop to the underside of window, add 
together} 

D Measure the ceiling height & write it in the top 
right corner of measurement sheet 
(height from the Roor to ceiling} 

D Measure the distance from a wall to the sink 
waste and add to the plan 

D Measure and mark on the plan the position of the 
fuse box 
(if there is one} 

STEP 3: PHOTOS 

D Stand in each corner of the room and take a few 
pictures covering the area around 

D Take a pie of the services you have listed on the 
plan -i.e. sink waste 

D Take a photo of the ceiling and floor as best you 
can 
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STOP TAP: _________ _ I 
GAS SUPPLY: 

' ' 

BOILER: 
' ' 

' ' 

FUSEBOX: 
' ' 

' ' 
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